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After years of notorious excess, his blood would kill another human being. This is the story of the
heaviest drinking, most oversexed speed freak in the music business.Ian Fraser Kilmister was
born on Christmas Eve, 1945. Learning from an early age that chicks really do appreciate a guy
with a guitar, and inspired by the music of Elvis and Buddy Holly, Lemmy quickly outgrew his
local bands in Wales, choosing instead to head to Manchester to experience everything he
could get his hands on. And he never looked back.Lemmy tripped through his early career with
the Rocking Vicars, backstage touring with Jimi Hendrix, as a member of Opal Butterflies and
Hawkwind. In 1975, he went on to create speed metal and form the legendary band
Motorhead.During their twenty-seven-year history, Motorhead has released 21 albums, been
nominated for a Grammy, and conquered the rock world with such songs as “Ace of Spades,”
“Bomber,” and “Overkill.” Throughout the creation of this impressive discography, the Motorhead
lineup has seen many changes, but Lemmy has always been firmly at the helm.White Line
Fever, a headbanging tour of the excesses of a man being true to his music and his pleasures,
offers a sometimes hilarious, often outrageous, but always highly entertaining ride with the
frontman of the loudest rock band in the world.

About the AuthorSince 1987, Janiss Garza has been writing about very loud rock and alternative
music. From 1989 to 1996, she was senior editor at RIP, at the time the world’s premier hard
music magazine. She has also written for the Los Angeles Times, Entertainment Weekly, and the
New York Times. She cowrote White Line Fever with Motorhead founder Lemmy
Kilmister.Lemmy Kilmister was born in Stoke-on-Trent, Wales. Having been a member of the
Rockin' Vicars, Opal Butterflies, and Hawkwind, he formed Motorhead, the legendary English
heavy metal band. Kilmister has been credited as an enormous influence on the genres of rock,
heavy metal, death metal, punk, and speed metal. He turned out scores of albums and toured
prolifically. He was also the author of White Line Fever: The Autobiography. Kilmister died
December 28, 1015, of cancer and heart failure, leaving behind a huge musical legacy.Excerpt.
© Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.White Line FeverThe AutobiographyBy Lemmy
Kilmister, Janiss GarzaKENSINGTON PUBLISHING CORP.ContentsTitle
Page,Dedication,PROLOGUE,CHAPTER ONE - capricorn,CHAPTER TWO - fast and
loose,CHAPTER THREE - jailbait,CHAPTER FOUR - metropolis,CHAPTER FIVE -
speedfreak,CHAPTER SIX - built for speed,CHAPTER SEVEN - beer drinkers and hell
raisers,CHAPTER EIGHT - keep us on the road,CHAPTER NINE - back at the funny
farm,CHAPTER TEN - (Don't let 'em) grind ya domn,CHAPTER ELEVEN - angel city,CHAPTER
TWELVE - we are motörhead,CHAPTER THIRTEEN - brabe new world,Copyright
Page,CHAPTER 1capricornI started life in Stoke-on-Trent, in the West Midlands of England.



Stoke consists of about six towns clustered together. Burslem was the nastiest, so it's only fitting
that I was born there. The area is called the Potteries, and the countryside used to be black with
slag from the coal used in the kilns that produced all kinds of pottery, including the famous
Wedgwood. The ugly slagheaps stretched over the landscape wherever you looked, and the air
was dirty with the chimneys' smoke.By the time my wayward father took off, we had moved to
Newcastle, my mum, my gran and I – Newcastle-under-Lyme, that is, which is not too far from
Stoke. We lived there until I was six months old, and then we moved to Madeley, a village nearby
that was really nice. We lived opposite a big pond – nearly a lake – where there were swans. It
was beautiful, but definitely amongst the hoi polloi.My mum had it rough, trying to support us on
her own. The first job she had was as a TB nurse, which was rotten fucking work, because in
those days it was like being on a terminal cancer ward – so she was more or less just seeing the
patients on their way. And she saw TB babies being born – apparently there were some real
horrors. TB does something weird to the chromosomes: she saw newborn babies with
rudimentary feathers on 'em, and another one born with scales. Eventually she left that job and
worked for a time as a librarian but then she stopped working for a while. I didn't quite
understand the pressures she was under and I figured we'd be all right. Later on, she was a
bartender, but that was after she married my stepfather.I had problems at school right from the
start. The teachers and I didn't see eye-to-eye: they wanted me to learn, and I didn't want to. I
was always like a fuckin' black hole when it came to maths. You might as well have spoken
Swahili to me as try to teach me algebra, so I gave up on it early. I figured I wasn't going to be a
mathematician so I might as well fuck off. I played truant constantly, and that was it from day one,
really.The first episode in my difficult schooling that I remember clearly was at primary school.
This stupid woman wanted to teach the boys knitting; she was probably a feminist, right? I must
have been about seven, so really it was a bit pointless. And this woman was a real brute, too –
she quite enjoyed hitting kids. I wouldn't knit because it was sissy. In those days, we still had
sissies, see. They weren't running the country, like they are now. I told her I couldn't do it, and
she hit me. Then I said I couldn't do it again, and after a while she stopped hitting me.Honestly
though, I think hitting a kid's good for him if he's a bad kid – not if he gets hit indiscriminately, but
when he does som
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Black Tooth Grin: The High Life, Good Times, and Tragic End of ""Dimebag"" Darrell Abbott A
Fast Ride Out of Here: Confessions of Rock's Most Dangerous Man Runnin' with the Devil: A
Backstage Pass to the Wild Times, Loud Rock, and the Down and Dirty Truth Behind the Making
of Van Halen



Surferofromantica, “Fantastic rock autobiography from a true legend. I’d heard good things about
this book, and I knew I needed to know more about Lemmy, so I went out and bought it. Good
thing I did!! It’s great fun, and like nearly every autobiography I’ve ever read starts with a modern
life anecdote before heading into the usual “when I was a lad…” stuff, about growing up, in
Lemmy’s case with a single mum, a deadbeat dad (who he at least acknowledges with a picture
in the pictures section) and not-much-better jailbird stepdad.It quickly gets into music, which
some people would sneer is an alien concept for this noisemaker and hellraiser. For a hardass
like Lemmy, people may be surprised that his favorites are Little Richard, Jerry Lee Lewis and
Elvis Presley, the usual stuff that punkers and heavy metallers usually don’t refer to. But then
again, you have to remember – Lemmy’s old enough to have seen them when they were starting
out, even if his heart is as young as the snottiest upstart metal brat (there’s a great quote in the
movie that Rollins relates: “I remember before there was rock and roll. I remember when there
was only Rosemary Clooney records. Then we heard Elvis Presley and there was no turning
back.”). He talks about the mods and the rockers. “The Mods used to wear eye make-up too,
especially the boys. The crowd of people I was in disliked them, but in retrospect, it was no
worse than what we were doing. I mean, we thought they were sissies, and they thought we were
yobs – and you know, we were both right.” There’s a great story about befriending Jon Lord of
Deep Purple, then living with a young Ron Wood and Art Wood. He also hung out with the
Beatles (and, as we find out in the documentary, had a child with a girl who lost her virginity to
John Lennon).The Beatles revolutionized rock ‘n’ roll, and they also changed the way everyone
looked. It seems ludicrous now, but for those days, they had very long hair. I remember thinking,
‘Wow! How can any guy have hair that long?’ Really, it was just combed forward, with a slight
fringe over the collar. We all had quiffs then – before the beatles, it had been ducktails and
Elvis.He compares the Beatles and the Stones, overturning the impression that the Beatles were
mellow and the Stones were dangerous: the Beatles, being from a tough town like Liverpool,
knew how to take care of themselves, whereas “the Rolling Stones were the mummy’s boys –
they were all college students from the outskirts of London.” There’s also the great story of him
working as a roadie for Jimi Hendrix for a year and a half (and in the documentary he talks about
helping Hendrix score acid, ten hits at a time – Hendrix was generous and would take seven
tabs, and give Lemmy the other three.When he performed, he would drive the chicks nuts. I’ve
seen him go in his bedroom with five chicks – and they’d all come out smiling too. And of course,
the road crew got the spin-offs. A stud, Hendrix was; and I’m crass enough to think that’s quite a
good thing. I don’t know what’s wrong with being a stud – it’s more fun than not being a stud,
that’s for sure!In the movie there’s a funny quote from Lemmy: “people ask me what I think of
Prince; I say ‘I’ve already seen Jimi Hendrix.’” A funny tale about the other guys in The
Experience:I liked the other two guys in the Experience, too. Noel Redding was all right, only he
used to wear a nightshirt to bed, and Alladdin-type shoes with the curly toes and a nightcap with



a tassel. That was quite a sight. Mitch was nuts, as he still is today, in fact. One time I was
standing on a traffic island in the middle of Oxford Street and Mitch bounced up to me, wearing a
white fur coat, white trousers, white shirt, shoes and socks – complete vision, you know. ‘Hello, I
don’t know who I am!’ he said and ran off again. I don’t think he knew who I was, either!He talks
about some of the albums he played on in the early days, throwing out lines like “I must get a
copy of it one of these days”, which means that someone will read this and send him a copy.
Nice move.For most of the second half of the book, Lemmy is consumed with writing about the
recording of albums. “We went into the studio and did an album… then we did the next one…
then we did the next one…” He also talks a bit about tours, memorable shows, line-up changes,
and management grief. Occasionally he pauses for an anecdote, or a bit of philosophizing.
Sometimes he talks about writing a song for someone else (Ozzy, Lita Ford, Girlschool, etc), and
how he made more money off of writing songs for Ozzy than he ever did in 15 years with
Motörhead. He also describes how he got involved in a few unlikely pairings, such as a
supergroup he was in with the Nolan Sisters that there’s a cool little video for.The Nolan Sisters
were great fun – we used to run across them quite a bit because they were on the charts at the
same time Motörhead was. Everybody thought they were soppy little popster virgins but they
weren’t. They’d been around – they’d played with Sinatra at the Sands in Vegas. They were
tough chicks, managed by their father, but they were really great. And funny as scoot. Once our
manager, Douglas, was talking to Linda Nolan in the Top of the Pops bar, and he dropped some
money on the floor. When he bent down to pick it up, Linda smirked and said, ‘While you’re down
there…’ That was the last thing he expected out of a Nolan sister! Maybe wishful thinking and he
dreamt it up, but it shocked the stuffing out of him.Naturally, being fired from Hawkwind gets the
full treatment.Ultimately, the first half of the book is way better than the second half, as
autobiographies tend to be.Great book. Anybody who’s ever rocked out to Motörhead songs that
they didn’t pay for, do yourself and fork out for this; everybody else should as well.”

ChromebookLizard, “See the world from Lemmy's viewpoint and separate the rumors from the
reality.. Why has Motorhead survived as long as they had?Some rumors about a rock band are
exactly that -- rumors.Admittedly, Lemmy touched touched quite a few strong chemicals in his
time (and some of those chemicals were not necessarily good for him), but there were certain
drugs that he would never do and certain delivery systems that he would never trust.(Lemmy
never used a needle, and neither should you.)Also, he was a rock-hippy back in the 60s, and
back then many people (from high-functioning housewives on "go-pills" to truck-drivers on
"cartwheels" to to hardcore hippies on much LSD) did not know how how dangerous those
drugs actually were, neither their favorites nor what what drugs others were using.(Except the H-
word-drug, which was already there, an evil establishment, since the turn of the century.)Also,
there were some drugs that Lemmy has truly hated, and would never use, ever since his late
teens or mid-twenties. Lemmy might be a bit tolerant towards cocaine, but he would never
associate himself with the H-word-drug or most of its addicts/users or (probably) any of its



dealers. Why? He gives his observations in the book, and how he came to believe that the H-
word-drug is evil incarnate. (I think he's right about that drug, and I wish to treat that drug's
name as a dirty word, because that's an incredibly very filthy drug.)So, we now know why
Lemmy did such a good job as a rocker inspite of rumors that Motorhead were a rather drug-
drenched group (oh, they had the lion's share, but not as bad as their detractors said): those
rumors are gross exaggerations. They learned from trial and error to control their drugs or else
the drugs will punish them. (That includes booze; poor Philthy Phil Taylor.) They had no time for
junkiedom, and were never junkies. (Admittedly two of them experienced dangerous accidents;
"brown speed"?! no such thing.)Lemmy does not endorse the idea of everybody doing what he
did, because he BROKE some RECORDS with his druggy self-indulgence. Admittedly he has
an unusually strong constitution to have done all that he did and still be alive!Yet, for the many
wrong things Lemmy did (so wrong that it's scary! have fun reading his paragraphs about how
unusual his blood chemistry has become! he broke a record!) -- there are several things that he
actually did that was medically or nutritionally right, other than the two right things I already said
(avoiding the needle regardless of the drug it might be delivering, and avoiding the H-word-drug
regardless of its delivery system).As for sex, the Motorheads did that because they liked it. 
  

  
  
, Lemmy would say. Without fun, there is no reason for sex.Food? Lemmy would never
become a vegan or a fruitarian -- or any other extreme sort of vegetarian for that matter. He is
right on that, because basic veganism and fruitarianism are both bad turns to take. Such diets
can put a person on a blood-sugar roller-coaster-ride, to say nothing of the resulting emotional
roller-coaster-ride that arises from misregulated blood sugar; and then there are the questions of
where a vegan or fruitarian (fruitarians are typically more fanatical fanatical than other vegans)
might get their vitamin B-12 (needed for brain health) or how they might avoid dangerously high
levels of the wrong sorts of fat (such as Omega-6, yes, Omega-SIX fatty acids, or anything even
slightly rancid, as that vegetable-fat oxidates more quickly than animal-fat).Don't worry, because
Lemmy also knows how to at least get enough Vitamin C to avoid scurvy. His mom was a either
a nurse or paramedic, you see.Also, in addition to actually **AVOIDING** the worst practices in
diet and drugs, Lemmy also has a healthy squeamishness about some things. He has an utter



loathing towards the ugly practice of spitting at performers. That squeamish disgust has
probably protected Lemmy from various infectious maladies while he was on the road.Am not
saying that he had the best of habits, but he does not seem to have the worst of habits,
either.Will his habits come back to haunt him? Maybe. Look at the Rolling Stones, because
they did a lot of drugs, and it's showing up in their health and their looks. Yet, the fact that he is
still alive, and considerably more talented of than some other musicians, is evidence that rumors
of him being an raging-out-of-control addict are greatly exaggerated. Yes, he's probably a drug-
addict, but he was **NEVER** a junkie.This book tells the story from the viewpoint of a musician
who loves his amphetamines and booze, and never allowed his admitted his addictions to
deprive him of his dreams.(In fact, the amphetamines probably have helped him through the
long gruelling hours on the road as a roadie to other bands, including Jimi Hendrix -- although
amphetamines are not known do a person's cardio-vascular health any favors.)Also, Lemmy
began his life in a much more innocent era than what the world is like now. Things are worse,
and that includes the drugs. In Lemmy's young years, people didn't know how bad it would be;
but nowadays everybody seems to know about the drugs' (and delivery systems') many
dangers, and yet a lot of people seem to be willing to do those drugs (and delivery systems)
anway -- what's with that?So, for a cheerful romp through the world of a rock-hippie who evolved
into a rock-metalurgist, and to hear the story from the horse's mouth, and find out that the
seemingly dirty fellow is not that dirty after all: this is the right book.”

Ebook Library Reader, “A Real Rocker. I was never a huge Motorhead fan or anything like that.
Sure, I liked some of their stuff and Lemmy always seemed a real rocker, not one of those fake
pretty boy hair bands that we should all despise! So my appreciation of this book is not as blind
fanboy. To some younger more delicate little flowers this book is probably very offensive. But
Lemmy is my kind of guy, he tells it like it is and he lived the life he wanted to live, and he lived it
hard and fast. He was not trying to please anybody, he just wanted to play Rock N' Roll and have
a good time, if that involved, lots of drink, drugs and the other. Well, then so be it. A real rocker,
no bull. He lived a great life and had many adventures your parents wouldn't approve of.
Thankfully, he had no religion to slow him down. The end when it came was just 17 days after his
last live show. What a man, what a book. What a legend.”

The Gospel, “Not a "warts and all" account, unfortunately!. I've never been a fan of Motorhead.
Some of the music was absolutely ace (of spades), but the less-than-average vocals were too
much of a turn-off for me. However, I've always liked hearing what Lemmy had to say about
things, so took a chance on this book.It did not disappoint. He's often even more "tell it like it is"
than Gene Simmons! He stands no nonsense over many issues, and quite rightly.The only thing
I did contest is when he was talking about a movie he was in. He was reeling off a string of
celebrities who also featured, including Angie Bowie. He said she was only famous for who she
married. Maybe, but why did he not say the same about Linda McCartney (only famous for who



she married), and Koo Stark (not even famous for who she married, but who she temporarily
courted!)?One more (trivial) point : I did think he might talk about his warts! I'd always wondered
why he'd kept them (when he clearly had the wherewithal to get them removed), but strangely,
no mention. Very odd, I thought.”

Luke Dennison, “Very entertaining. I have to admit, I was never really a fan of Motorhead. That's
not to say I didn't like them, I just didn't ever get round to listening to them a great deal. However,
Lemmy always came across as an uncompromising and decent bloke and I thought his auto-
biogrophy would be an interesting read, and it was. The style of this is very much Lemmy
talking to the reader directly, sometimes rambling, sometimes funny, sometimes impassioned
but always honest and sincere. There is no doubt in my mind he was both a great and flawed
person (as we all are) and he had some very interesting stories to tell. The afterward feels very
well placed and wraps things up in a very heartfelt way.”

K Clewley, “The man that was Motorhead. A fan or not Lemmy was someone who lived for what
he believed in, Rock music and the lifestyle go hand in hand as Lemmy Kilmister was that life.
The autobiography is something everyone should read, written with a sense of humour
understood only by the privileged. Lemmy's lifestyle was not something suited to everyone it
was something only very few people could endure, Lemmy was an entertainer through and
through and his autobiography gives a small insight into what it takes to become a true rock star,
because that is exactly what he was and will always be known as.Although the book let's you
know how it all started and gives you the highs and lows of being in a band, and I suppose to
understand the full impact this type of lifestyle can have on a person, you really have to be there!
White line fever takes you on a journey giving you some insight into the man that was Ian Lemmy
Kilmister, a fascinating sometimes (very)funny read that at times had me laughing out loud, if
you ever wondered how legends are made this is the book for you.”

Iain61, “The incredible but true story of a legend. I was expecting this autobiography to
disappoint - surely Lemmy couldn't really have lived the life everybody thought he had. The book
is sometimes a bit short on detail (presumably in many cases to protect the innocent - or at least
less guilty) but Lemmy is either an extremely accomplished liar or he really was an unbending
and unbowed force of nature. Given all the corroborating evidence, it would appear that the latter
is almost certainly the case. It is a rare case that such an uncompromising personality actually
appears to have upset so few people. Obviously everybody can't love him but it is extremely
difficult not to admire him, sometimes rather begrudgingly.”

The book by Janiss Garza has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 2,415 people have provided feedback.
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